A Partner You Can Trust

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
Microsoft Dynamics NAV

Principled.
We pride ourselves on core Midwestern values and know there is no substitute
for personal and professional integrity.
We believe it boils down to these five things:

Integrity
We believe in uncompromising integrity and always speak the truth.

Teamwork
We believe in standing shoulder to shoulder with our co-workers, customers and
partners, doing whatever is necessary to reach a common goal.

Empathy
We seek first to understand in order to more effectively work together.

Fun
We spend a lot of time together - let's make it fun!

Dedication
We are committed to doing whatever is necessary, period.

“When we work with Innovia, they focus on the relationship, the process,
the quality outcome and they really are advocates
er
Anthony Eismann, IT Manager
to make sure that we have businesss success.”

g
Anderson Manufacturing

Andrea Hall, Director of IT at Stonewall Kitchen

Focused.
Laser-Like Intensity
Since 1999, we’ve specialized in making Business Central (formerly known as
NAV) work and we have the experience to show for it. With hundreds of
projects under our belt, we’re one of only a handful of firms nationwide that
can optimize your network infrastructure for Business Central, including cloud
hosting and Office 365.
We know your expectations are high. You want a top-shelf CSP partner
focused and committed to completing your projects and supporting your
needs. That’s what we’re prepared to be. Since 1984, we’ve been a Key
Microsoft Partner with accomplishments including:
NAVUG Board of Advisors, Past Advisory Chairman and Chapter Leaders
Members of the NAVUG Programming and Membership Committees
Partner Advisory Board member
Gold ERP Certified for over 20 years
Partner Advantage Program participation since 2006
(Microsoft Escalation Program)
Gold Cloud Platform and Cloud Productivity certifications
Gold Data Analytics certified

The Bottom Line: Innovia customizes, upgrades and supports
Business Central. It's all we do.

Over
150
Clients

Average
25+
projects
per year

Completed
100s of
Upgrades

1000s of
Customizations

Dependable.
We’ve Got Your Back
If you’re looking for a Business Central support partner that’s always there for
you, then look no further than Innovia.
Our clients are our best proof that we come through for them time after time:
Five Microsoft Customer Excellence Awards in the last 10 years
Top feedback on Microsoft’s Customer Satisfaction Index
Recognized as a VAR 100 top partner in the U.S.
Since 1984, we’ve been building lasting client relationships by making sure
we’re always there for them with:
Dedicated U.S. based NAV / BC development employees
A Dedicated Support Desk staffed with U.S. based experts
Phones answered 24/7 by real people, experts with over 10 years of
Business Central experience, ready to help you
User Training delivered by professionals with 10+ years of software
experience

The Bottom Line: We’re always here for you.

“Our emphasis
last upgrade
project
waslook
so successful
that
wepartners;
had no interruptions,
“I place a heavy
on soft
skills and
for three ‘C’s
in my
andand
I was
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headed
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5 days later.
Culture, Chemistry
Creativity.
Innovia
perfectly
that.
Innovia,
we have
a make
NAV partner
capable
meeting
our needs.”
They make us a With
smarter
organization,
they
us a priority
when of
problems
arise,
and they treat us like family and not just another number in their portfolio.”
Rob Newhart, VP/CIO
Tony Darden, Director of IT at Caplugs

Single Source Inc.

Neighbors.
We’re in Your Backyard
Large enough to solve your problem, small enough to know your name.
We’re headquartered in Onalaska, Wisconsin with three regional offices located
in Wisconsin and Indiana. Innovia is dedicated to building up our local chapters
of Dynamic Communities. In fact, we’re a founding member and proud
supporter of several BCUG | NAVUG regional chapters.
Unlike other consulting firms, most of our employees actually live in the
communities in which they work. As a company, we’re committed to supporting
each and every one of these communities with contributions to important local
organizations on behalf of our employees.
Innovia Consulting has become a technology provider of choice in the upper
Midwest and is committed to building lasting relationships by delivering business
solutions that exceed expectations.

The Bottom Line: Doing well and doing good go hand in hand.

“The two key reasons for choosing Innovia were their knowledge
base and their business model, they have a deep bench
which is what we needed to get our problems solved.”

Andy Brant, Information Systems Manager at Lundberg

Call 800.834.7700 or email us at sales@innovia.com today

Business Central is what you use.
Business Central is what we do
do.

Optimize.
Innovate.
Grow. Grow.
Optimize.
Innovate.
Call us at 800.834.7700,
or visit innovia.com
to learn more.
Call us at 800.834.7700,
or visit innovia.com
to learn more.

